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The word the Lord gave me for Oasis International Ministries in 2018 is Joshua 3:5.
“Then Joshua said to the people, “Consecrate/Sanctify yourselves, for tomorrow the Lord will
do wonders (miracles) among you.” To consecrate or sanctify is to make or declare
something sacred; to dedicate formally to a divine purpose. We know that the ministry
God has called us to is sacred and holy to Him and is His divine purpose, so we declare it.
To love and care for refugees without judging them is important in the world today. We
strive to provide an atmosphere of love and acceptance for each person that arrives in
St. Louis. We believe our tomorrows will be filled with wonders and miracles because we
have seen it every year. We believe He will do it again and again for Oasis International
because He wants us to be there for the refugees who need the love and care. We
believe we will see wonders and miracles in 2018 of salvations and deliverance, financial
provision, physical healings, material provision, and personal relationships. Thank you God
for your divine purpose for 2018! Serving Jesus with you, Mark Akers
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Terry, Jackson, Bert and Mason serve every
week doing driver’s training, playing worship
songs, delivering furniture, putting furniture
together, greeting refugees, picking up
refugees and bringing them to English
classes. These, are Godly men who are
caring and sharing the love of Jesus with the
refugees. Thank you for your faithful service
and your generous hearts.
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Our Mission is to Love & Care for those seeking refuge
from a war torn country with the hea
Jesus.
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Clair Allyn, our receptionist on
Thursdays, is a kind, generous,
compassionate and patient
volunteer. Look at that smile.
Wouldn’t you love to come to
Oasis and meet him? He is the
smile you hear on the phone.
Sister Ines, from Germany, is
hugging our dear friend,
Bihara from Bosnia. Ines is
another awesome volunteer
who welcomes people to
Oasis, St. Louis and the United
States. She assists refugees
with picking out clothes and
filling out forms.
“Do not judge others, and you will not be judged. For you will be treated as you treat others.
The standard you use in judging is the standard by which you will be judged.” Matthew 7:1-2

